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... with apologies to Steve Jobs, because he really did
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1998

OBJECTS.*

1. To enable a person to find a book of which either
   (a) the author
   (b) the title
   (c) the subject
   is known.
2. To show what the library has
   (d) by a given author
   (e) on a given subject
   (f) in a given kind of literature.
3. To assist in the choice of a book
   (c) as to its edition (bibliographically).
   (n) as to its character (literary or topical).

- Find all manifestations embodying:
  - the works for which a given person or corporate body is responsible
  - the various expressions of a given work
  - works on a given subject
  - works in a given series
- Find a particular manifestation:
  - when the name(s) of the person(s) and/or corporate body(ies) responsible for
    the work(s) embodied in the manifestation is (are) known
  - when the title of the manifestation is known
  - when the manifestation identifier is known
- Identify a work
- Identify an expression of a work
- Identify a manifestation
- Select a work
- Select an expression
TRADITION

JUST BECAUSE YOU’VE ALWAYS DONE IT THAT WAY DOESN’T MEAN IT’S NOT INCREDIBLY STUPID.
1. meaning
2. growing organism
3. making connections
4. reaping value from the commons
meaning
Barack Obama
www.barackobama.com/
BarackObama.com is the official re-election campaign website of President Barack Obama. Visit the site for the latest updates from the Obama campaign, ...
Store - Contact Us - Jobs - Volunteer
27,693 people +1'd this

News for barack obama
Obama, Romney pass Sunday in church, with families
Kansas City Star - 3 hours ago
President Barack Obama and Republican challenger Mitt Romney spent a quiet Sunday attending church with their families, resting up for the ...
Holed-up Julian Assange tells Barack Obama to end WikiLeaks 'witch-hunt'
Economic Times - 27 minutes ago
Niall Ferguson: Obama's Gotta Go
Daily Beast - 29 minutes ago

Barack Obama - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barack_Obama
Barack Hussein Obama II is the 44th and current President of the United States. He is the first African American to hold the office. Born in Honolulu, Hawaii, ...
Early life and career - Family of Barack Obama - President Barack Obama's ... - 2011

President Barack Obama | The White House
www.whitehouse.gov/administration/president-obama
Barack H. Obama is the 44th President of the United States. His story is the American story — values from the heartland, a middle-class upbringing in a strong ...
1. **Wild: From Lost to Found on the Pacific Crest Trail** (Oprah's Book Club 2.0) by Cheryl Strayed (Mar 20, 2012)
   - Formats: Hardcover, Kindle Edition
   - Prices: $25.95, $14.80, $13.89, $9.45, $52.95

2. **The Passage of Power: The Years of Lyndon Johnson** by Robert A. Caro (May 1, 2012)
   - Formats: Hardcover, Kindle Edition
   - Prices: $35.00, $21.00, $14.69, $13.59, $20.00

3. **Eat and Run: My Unlikely Journey to Ultramarathon Greatness** by Scott Jurek and Steve Friedman (Jun 5, 2012)
   - Formats: Hardcover
   - Prices: $25.95, $14.80, $13.89, $9.45, $52.95

Additional books include:
- **Eat and Run: My Unlikely Journey to Ultramarathon Greatness** by Scott Jurek and Steve Friedman (Jun 5, 2012)
- **The Passage of Power: The Years of Lyndon Johnson** by Robert A. Caro (May 1, 2012)
- **Wild: From Lost to Found on the Pacific Crest Trail** (Oprah's Book Club 2.0) by Cheryl Strayed (Mar 20, 2012)

Availabilities:
- New (10)
- Used (10)
- Collectible (8)
Search results for 'su:Vampires Juvenile literature.'

Results 1-10 of about 252 (.24 seconds)

1. **Vampires**
   by Raymond H Miller
   ![Cover](image1.jpg)
   - Book: Juvenile audience
   - Language: English

2. **Real vampires**
   by Daniel Cohen
   ![Cover](image2.jpg)
   - Book: Juvenile audience
   - Language: English

3. **Suck it up**
   by Brian Meehl
   ![Cover](image3.jpg)
   - Book: Fiction
   - Secondary school
   - Language: English
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Associated people</th>
<th>See full listing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greg S White</td>
<td>Touro St, New Orleans, LA</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>See full listing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millicent White</td>
<td>Burgundy St, New Orleans, LA</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>See full listing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin A White</td>
<td>Marais St, New Orleans, LA</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>See full listing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James D White</td>
<td>Marigny St, New Orleans, LA</td>
<td>Justin Case + more...</td>
<td>See full listing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward L White Jr</td>
<td>Elysian Fields Ave, New Orleans, LA</td>
<td>Jessica White + more...</td>
<td>See full listing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica White</td>
<td>Elysian Fields Ave, New Orleans, LA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
meaning has replaced alpha order
“The library is a growing organism”

What were the most popular book subjects from 1830-1840?

(WorldCat, kw:history > ‘1830... 1840’ = 141,076)
“Love”

“Human evolution”

openlibrary.org
Worldcat Identities
McKuen, Rod

Overview

- Works: 389 works in 502 publications in 10 languages and 28,889 library holdings
- Subject Headings: Poets, American—20th century
- Roles: Performer, Composer, Compiler, Editor, Narrator, Lyricist, Illustrator, Vocalist, Writer of accompanying material, Arranger, Conductor
- Classifications: ps3525.a264. 811.54

Publication Timeline

Key
- Publications about Rod McKuen
- Publications by Rod McKuen

Key
- Publications about Emily Dickinson
- Publications by Emily Dickinson
- Publications by Emily Dickinson, published posthumously.
Most widely held works about Emily Dickinson

- Emily Dickinson (Book)
- Emily Dickinson: a collection of critical essays (Book)
- My wars are laid away in books: the life of Emily Dickinson by Alfred Habegger (Book)
- Emily Dickinson by Paul J Ferlazzo (Book)
- The life of Emily Dickinson by Richard Benson Sewall (Book)

Most widely held works by Emily Dickinson

The complete poems of Emily Dickinson by Emily Dickinson (Book)
67 editions published between 1924 and 2007 in 4 languages and held by 3,833 libraries worldwide
The only edition currently available that contains all of Dickinson's poems. The works were originally gathered by editor Johnson and published in a three-volume set in 1955.

The poems of Emily Dickinson by Emily Dickinson (Book)
194 editions published between 1891 and 2006 in 5 languages and held by 2,740 libraries worldwide
"Ralph Franklin, the foremost scholar of Dickinson's manuscripts, has prepared an authoritative one-volume edition of all extant poems of Emily Dickinson - 1,789 poems in all, the largest number ever assembled. This reading edition derives from his three-volume work, The Poems of Emily Dickinson: Variorum Edition (1998), which contains approximately 2,500 sources for the poems. In this one-volume edition, Franklin offers a single reading of each poem - usually the latest version of the entire poem - rendered with Dickinson's spelling, punctuation and capitalization intact."--BOOK JACKET.

Emily Dickinson by Emily Dickinson (Book)
128 editions published between 1927 and 2010 in 12 languages and held by 2,351 libraries worldwide
This is a collection of poems by Emily Dickinson, who used words to paint vivid pictures.

Final harvest: Emily Dickinson's poems by Emily Dickinson (Book)
19 editions published between 1890 and 1998 in 3 languages and held by 2,122 libraries worldwide

Languages

- English (7,834)
- Undetermined (186)
- French (138)
- No Linguistic content (135)
- Italian (128)
- German (122)
- Spanish (110)
- Japanese (75)
- Dutch (49)
- Multiple languages (44)
- Chinese (32)
- Russian (31)
- Polish (22)
- Portuguese (18)
- Danish (18)
- Czech (16)
- Swedish (16)
- Greek, Modern (16)
- Hebrew (15)
A complete cross-section of her work is reflected in this selection from Emily Dickinson's poetry.

**Collected poems of Emily Dickinson** by Emily Dickinson (Book)
28 editions published between 1890 and 2004 in English and held by 1,840 libraries worldwide
Here are 450 poems from the private collection of America's most cherished poet, including many difficult to find elsewhere.

**Poems** by Emily Dickinson (Book)
199 editions published between 1890 and 2009 in 8 languages and held by 1,839 libraries worldwide
Presents a collection of the poetry of one of America's best known poets, Emily Dickinson.

**Bolts of melody; new poems of Emily Dickinson** by Emily Dickinson (Book)
15 editions published between 1942 and 1969 in English and held by 1,645 libraries worldwide

**Selected poems of Emily Dickinson** by Emily Dickinson (Book)
59 editions published between 1890 and 2007 in English and held by 1,520 libraries worldwide
Includes over 400 of Dickinson's poems, expressing her ideas on love, life, and nature, that were published after her death in 1886.

**New poems of Emily Dickinson** by Emily Dickinson (Book)
18 editions published between 1993 and 1997 in English and held by 1,405 libraries worldwide
Nearly five hundred new Dickinson poems which had been disguised as prose, embedded in her lively and thoughtful letters.

**Letters of Emily Dickinson** by Emily Dickinson (Book)
111 editions published between 1894 and 2003 in 4 languages and held by 1,354 libraries worldwide

**Audience Level**

0 | 0 | 0
Kids | General | Special

Audience level: 0.56 (from 0.31 for *Poems for...* to 0.71 for *Twelve poe...*)
Audience Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Audience Level</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kids</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Audience level: 0.56 (from 0.31 for Poems for ... to 0.71 for Twelve poe ...)

Related Identities

- Todd, Mabel Loomis 1856-1932 Editor
- Higginson, Thomas Wentworth 1823-1911 Editor
- Bianchi, Martha Dickinson 1866-1943 Editor
- Johnson, Thomas Herbert Editor
- Whitman, Walt 1819-1892 Lyricist
- Hampson, Alfred Leete Editor
- Copland, Aaron 1900-1990 Commentator
- Harris, Julie Performer
- Frost, Robert 1874-1963
- Bingham, Millicent Todd 1880-1968 Editor

Useful Links

- Library of Congress Authority File (English)
- Virtual International Authority File.
- Wikipedia Emily Dickinson

Associated Subjects
Associated Subjects

Aesthetics  American literature  American poetry
American poetry--Women authors  Art  Art and literature
Bibliography  Biography  Children's poetry, American
Community life  Criticism, interpretation, etc.
Dickinson, Emily,--1830-1886  Facsimiles
Families  Feminism and literature  Fiction  Flowers  Friendship  Handbooks, manuals, etc.
History  Homes  Intellectual life  Juvenile works  Literary
form  Literature  Literature and society  Manuscripts
Manuscripts, American  Massachusetts
Massachusetts--Amherst  Musical
settings  New England  Poetics  Poetry  Poetry Poets,
American  Political and social views  Records and
References to
making connections
aka: linked data
Books shouldn’t be kept too close together, otherwise they interact in strange and unforeseeable ways.

“Small Gods” by Terry Pratchett p. 163
I have consistently argued all my life, while prevailing usage of scientists at a given time is the best blue for working out a serviceable system, the point of library classification is not to get together the books in their scientific relations, but “to get together the books most used together.”

Ernest C. Richardson to Melvil Dewey, letter, July 1, 1931
linked \ data

connecting \ information
Linked data is a technology that can permit us connect to rich sources that will help our users get the information and context they need about library resources.
STANDARD

World Wide Web Consortium

Data framework

Uses the web as a home for data
Content standards

Library standards are:

• Top-down
• Control output
• Enforce uniformity
• Discourage innovation
Standards hold some things stable so that the rest can change
linked \ data

A tool
Our future standards
Problem statement
Separate data stores
Shared data space
Anyone can make connections

Re-use, mix’n’match
• Manguel, Alberto, 1948-
Your story, our history

Announcing Discovering Anzacs

The National Archives of Australia and the Archives New Zealand are working together to build a new website, Discovering Anzacs.
but, what now?

We need to make connections
FACTS

• Place
• Date & time
• People
• Events

• ... Identifiers, mainly identifiers for things
Identifiers

• Persistent (life of the thing)
• Consistent (do not change)
• Language neutral (the web is global)
• Web-enabled (http://... )
Consistent

Smith, John

Smith, John, 1936-2010

Smith, John, 1967-
sled dogs

it: Cani da slitta
fr: Chiens de traîneau
de: Nordlandhund
de: Schlittenhund
Identifiers for Things
LC control no. 97195235

Type of material  Book

Personal name  Cerro Malagón, Rafael del, 1952- » More like this

Main title  La calle y el agua en el Toledo del siglo XIX : propuestas y realidades urbanas / Rafael del Cerro Malagón.

Published/Created  Toledo : Institución Provincial de Investigaciones y Estudios Toledanos, Diputación Provincial de Toledo 1995.

Description  206 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.

ISBN  8487103529

Notes  Includes bibliographical references (p. 201-203).

Subjects  Urbanization--Spain--Toledo--History--19th century. » More like this

Streets--Spain--Toledo--History--19th century. » More like this

Water-supply--Spain--Toledo--History--19th century. » More like this

Series  Serie 1a. Monografías ; no. 40
Publicaciones del Instituto Provincial de Investigaciones y Estudios Toledanos. Serie primera, Monografías ; no. 40. » More like this

LC classification  HT384.S72 T653 1995

Other system no. (OCoLC)ocm36156763

Geographic area code  e-sp---
VIAF

LC/BnF

found: GeoNames, algorithmically matched, 2009 (unknown; 40°24′59″N 003°42′09″W)

found: Wikipedia, Oct. 12, 2011 (Madrid; Villa de Madrid; 40°24′N 3°41′W; 40°23′N 3°43′W) Kabardian Circassian page (Kabardi), Aragonese page (Madrit) Belarusian page (Горад Мадрыд = Horad Madryd; Мадрыд = Madryd) Bulgarian page (Мадрид) Circassian page (MaditSe) Esperanto page (Madrido) Extremaduran page (Mairil) Basque page (Madril) Irish page (Maidre) page (Makelika) Hebrew page (מדריד = Madrid)
use the commons
Enhancing the catalog with data

• Making use of resources outside of the library.

• OpenAGRIS – FAO

• WorldCat Facebook app
Economic factors effecting salmon fisheries in Japan [mar2005]

Shimizu, I. (National Salmon Resources Center, Sapporo (Japan))

Abstract:
Salmon fisheries in Japan are facing a serious crisis and are being pressed to enact structural reforms. Though there has been a decline in high seas salmon fisheries, the total amount of salmon catches has increased year after year with a success of salmon enhancement. Salmon markets in Japan have consequently been globalized, and the price of domestic salmon in wholesale markets has dropped. In this paper, I described the fluctuation of salmon prices in the landing markets in Hokkaido in order to make clear the factors of price change, from both the short-term and long-term standpoints. Factors regarding the price formation of salmon in the wholesale market in Japan were analyzed by the econometric method. The wholesale price of fresh salmon fell when the inventory of frozen salmon or imported fresh salmon increased, and also the prices of fresh salmon have dropped when the inventory of salted salmon roe and fresh salmon increased in recent years. Since there was an increase in the amount of imported fresh salmon produced by salmon aquaculture in winter, there was an increase in the inventory of fresh salmon. In
Search for an item in libraries near you

Enter title, subject or author

my wars are laid away

My wars are laid away in books : the life of Emily Dickinson
by Alfred Habegger - Published 2001

Related people and topics  Find in a library  Format a citation

The white election cycle of 32 songs on poems by Emily Dickinson
by Gordon Getty - Published 2009
For soprano and piano. Lisa Delan, soprano; Fritz Steinegger, piano. Recorded June 2007 at Skywalker Sound, San Rafael, Calif. Part one: The pensive spring. I sing to use the waiting (major setting) (1:24); There is a morn by men unseen (2:44); I had a guinea golden (3:30); If she had been the mistletoe (1:12); New feet within my garden go (1:34); She bore it (3:01); I taste a liquor never ...

Related people and topics  Find in a library  Format a citation

Seven centuries of verse, English & American, from the early English lyrics to the present day.
documents  books  description

physical format  linear order

language-based retrieval

search  control

standards  ownership
to

the library
information
+ the Web
topics
context
relationships
knowledge navigation
recombinant
interoperability
computation
linking
some links

http://kcoyle.net/presentations/links.html

http://kcoyle.net/metadata/
Thank you

kcoyle@kcoyle.net
http://kcoyle.blogspot.com
http://kcoyle.net